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Review: 4 step to run CESM

1. create new case 
${CESMROOT}/script/create_newcase [CASENAME] -res [RESOLUTION] -
composet [COMPOSET] -mach [MACHINE] 

2.  configure 
cd [CASENAME] 
./cesm_setup 

3. build 
./[CASENAME].build 

4. submit job 
./[CASENAME].submit

create_build_new.sh helps you do 1-3 in a single shot.  
(Thanks Packard for porting the model for us!)

Now please copy the following files to your directory  
~wykang/modcomp.sh  
~wykang/create_build_new.sh 
~wykang/user_nl_cam 
~wykang/SourceMods/*



Start using create_build_new.sh

./create_build_new.sh [CASENAME] [RESOLUTION] [COMPOSET] [NCORE] [MACHINE]

case name 

f19_f19 
T42_T42 
f19_g17 
T31_g37 

…

component set: 
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cesm/cesm_doc_1_0_4/a3170.html 
resolution: 
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.1/cesm/doc/modelnl/grid.html

F series (AMIP) 
B series (couple) 
C series (ocean) 

D series (ice) 
E series (SOM) 
I series (land) 

…

odyssey

N*64 for huce_amd

Now please type in: 
source modcomp.sh 
./create_build_new.sh 4xco2_doubletau f19_f19 F 
64 odyssey 

and wait for 12 min…..

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cesm/cesm_doc_1_0_4/a3170.html
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.1/cesm/doc/modelnl/grid.html


1. if in env_run.xml, env_build.xml and etc.,  
            ./xmlchange -file env_run.xml -id RUN_TYPE -val “branch” 

2.   if in the namelist,  
a) search in http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/eaton/namelist/nldef2html-
cesm1_2_2-cam 
b) get the “group id” and “namelist variable name”  
c) add the following line to user_nl_cam 
            &[group id] 
            [namelist variable name]=[value] 
            /  
(this is an example to change namelist for atmosphere module. user_nl_pop, 
user_nl_cice.. controls other module. Please see http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/
models/cesm1.2/cesm/doc/modelnl/modelnl.html) 

3. If nothing, then modify the code and put the new code in SourceMods/
src.cam/ (other module code should be put in corresponding folders, e.g. 
src.socn, src.cice etc.), and the create_build_new.sh will put them in right place 
and compile them instead. 

Change basic settings

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/eaton/namelist/nldef2html-cesm1_2_2-cam
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/eaton/namelist/nldef2html-cesm1_2_2-cam
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/cgi-bin/eaton/namelist/nldef2html-cesm1_2_2-cam
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/cesm/doc/modelnl/modelnl.html
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/cesm/doc/modelnl/modelnl.html
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.2/cesm/doc/modelnl/modelnl.html


The order that files are read and written. 

To understand how to change a namelist variable,  
we need to understand when/how the namelists are created. 

create_newcase:   creates a case directory 
~/$CASE that contains the files: 

configure -case:  creates a sub-directory 
~/$CASE/Buildconf that contains the files 

$CASE.$mach.build: 

$CASE.$mach.run: 

env_case.xml 
env_conf.xml 
env_build.xml 
env_run.xml 

atm_in 
lnd_in 
ice_in 
ocn_in 
drv_in 

call $component.buildnml.csh 
to create namelists (atm_in,…) 
in the run directory   

cam.buildnml.csh 
cice.buildnml.csh 
clm.buildnml.csh 
cpl.buildnml.csh 
docn.buildnml.csh 
sglc.buildnml.csh 

From Hannay's Tutorial



How to change a namelist variable ? 

To understand how to change a namelist variable,  
we need to understand when/how the namelists are created. 

create_newcase:   creates a case directory 
~/$CASE that contains the files: 

configure -case:  creates a sub-directory 
~/$CASE/Buildconf that contains the files 

$CASE.$mach.build: 

$CASE.$mach.run: 

env_case.xml  
env_conf.xml 
env_build.xml 
env_run.xml 
usr_nl_cam 

atm_in 
lnd_in 
ice_in 
ocn_in 
drv_in 

call $component.buildnml.csh 
to create namelists (atm_in,…) 
in the run directory   

There two ways to 
change namelists 

  Here (1) 
cam.buildnml.csh

 
  Here (2) cice.buildnml.csh

clm.buildnml.csh 
cpl.buildnml.csh 
docn.buildnml.csh 
sglc.buildnml.csh 

 Never 
ever here 

-------------------

scripts/
ccsm_utils/
Tools/
ccsm_getenv

From Hannay's Tutorial



1) Change namelists using user_nl_cam
The second method to modify a namelist variable is to create a file user_nl_cam that contains 
the modified namelist variables for CAM.  
Method also valid for CLM if creating a file user_nl_clm (but not valid for other components)  

Using user_nl_cam  is very useful if you need to modify numerous namelist variables. 

&camexp 
 nhtfrq=-24 
/ 

The file user_nl_cam should be placed in your case directory before you configure the model. 

When you configure the model (configure -case),  the resulting namelist variables will appear in 
Buildconf/cam.buildnml.csh  

 user_nl_cam CANNOT be modified once configure -case has been invoked without first 
invoking configure -cleannamelist or configure -cleanall. 

The syntax is VERY important. 
&camexp 
 insert your changes (one line per change) 
/ 

From Hannay's Tutorial



2) Change namelists using cam.buildnml.csh
The third method to modify  
a namelist variable is to edit: 
Buildconf/cam.buildnml.csh 
Valid for all components. 

This is done after configuring 
the model. Useful if you forgot 
to include something.  

You need to include your 
changes in the appropriate 
namelist group: 
Ex: nhtfrq is in cam_inparm 

If you issue the commands:  
configure -cleannamelist  
or  
configure -cleanall  
all your changes are gone !!! 

#! /bin/csh -f!

#******************************************************************#!
#                  WARNING: #!
# - CAM and CLM namelist variable dtime must have same values      #!
# - If the user changes any input datasets - be sure to give it a  #!
#   unique filename. Do not duplicate any existing input files     #!
#******************************************************************#!

set exedir = /ptmp/{$LOGNAME}/case01; cd $exedir!

cat >! atm_in << EOF!
&aerodep_flx_nl!
 aerodep_flx_datapath = '$DIN_LOC_ROOT/atm/cam/chem/trop_mozart_aero/
aero'!
 aerodep_flx_file = 'aerosoldep_monthly_1849-2006_1.9x2.5_c090803.nc'!
 aerodep_flx_type = 'CYCLICAL'!
 aerodep_flx_ymd = 20000101!
/!
&cam_inparm  
nhtfrq = -24!
 absems_data = '$DIN_LOC_ROOT/atm/cam/rad/  
abs_ems_factors_fastvx.c030508.nc'!
 bnd_topo = '$DIN_LOC_ROOT/atm/cam/topo/USGS-gtopo30_48x96_c050520.nc'!
 cam_branch_file = ' '!
 dtime  = 1800!
 ncdata = '$DIN_LOC_ROOT/atm/cam/inic/gaus/
cami_0000-01-01_48x96_L26_c091218.nc'!
 phys_loadbalance = 2!
/!
&chem_surfvals_nl!
 ch4vmr = 1760.0e-9!
 co2vmr = 367.0e-6!
 f11vmr = 653.45e-12!
 f12vmr = 535.0e-12!
 n2ovmr = 316.0e-9!
/!

<= Include your changes here 

From Hannay's Tutorial



Where to find the namelist documentation ? 

CESM website: http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/ 

Model documentation 
for each component of 
CESM 

From Hannay's Tutorial



CAM namelist documentation ? 

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cam/ 

Search Namelist Variables 

From Hannay's Tutorial



CAM namelist documentation ? 

Search Variables Names or 
Show All Variables Names 

From Hannay's Tutorial



CAM namelist documentation ? 

Search for nhtfrq 

Namelist 
group 

How to set it 

type 

From Hannay's Tutorial



CLM namelist documentation ? 
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/clm/models/lnd/clm/doc/UsersGuide/x1813.html 

Definition and values of 
namelist Variables 

From Hannay's Tutorial



CICE namelist documentation ? 
http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/cice/doc/index.html 

Section on Namelist 
Variables 

From Hannay's Tutorial



POP namelist documentation ? 

http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/cesm1.0/pop2/doc/users/POPusers_main.html 

From Hannay's Tutorial



What have we done in the test case?

After creating the case, we specify the length we want to run the model for.

We set “test” to be a new run. This switch can be set to TRUE only if the case has 
existed and has been ran at least once.

Set up a branch run from the previous “testrun” experiment, and continue from the 
January in the 4th year.  (several extra lines below to copy the restart file to RUNDIR)



We set the CO2 to be 1148 ppm. 

We added new output variables by editing the namelist (user_nl_cam).

The group name of diagnostics setting
No default output field, only output the following ones

A for average, I for instant output

List for h0 files

List for h1 files
How many time slices to save in each file

Output frequency

What have we done in the test case?



What have we done in the test case?

Source code modification

cp ~pchan/spcam2_0-cesm1_1_1/models/atm/cam/src/physics/cam/zm_conv.F90 
SourceMods/src.cam/

Now the model building should be ready!  
Let’s submit the job by typing in: 
      cd test 
      ./test.submit



This may be useful to you:  
CESM is a MPI parallel model. When physics process is not column 
independent, one needs to let the processors communicate.  
The following subroutine in phys_grid.F90 does this.

MPI regarding issues




